
CTW in Dasher: Summary and
results†.

After finishing my graduation thesis “Using CTW as a language modeler in Dasher”, I have visited
the Inference group of the Physics department of the University of Cambridge, U.K., from March
to April 2007 to collaborate with the Dasher developers. We investigated the differences between
the PPM-based language model and the CTW-based language model, and made the CTW-based
language model ready to be included into the Dasher source code.

A Basic algorithms

One of the tasks was to pinpoint the differences between the two basic algorithms.

PPM

The Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) algorithm combines similar contexts together, sharing
information between nodes using a hierarchical prior distribution. The exact prior distribution
(the a priori expectation for each symbol) constitutes the difference between the various PPM
algorithms. In PPM-D a Dirichlet prior is used, and the exact prior distribution can be influenced
with two parameters alpha and beta. For some experimental results of tuning these parameters
see section C.

CTW

The Context-Tree Weighting (CTW) algorithm stores information about different contexts sep-
arately, but combines the information to produce predictions. When the contexts are combined
(weighted), contexts that are not on the path of the current context also contribute to the final
probability estimate. In other words, CTW takes into account a lot more information than the
PPM algorithm to calculate the probability of a symbol in a given context. Another strong point
of the CTW algorithm is that the weight factor of the context models of different lengths is based
on the block probability, which is a metric for the performance of each context model on the
input sequence seen thus far. In the PPM algorithm these weight factors are based on conditional
probabilities, using the escape probability. To store block probabilities and local information for
every context the CTW algorithm uses much more memory than PPM. However, storing the in-
formation locally allows a simple tweak to improve the performance of the CTW-based language
model, as will be explained in section E.

Comparing language models

The language model calculates a probability distribution for all possible input symbols given all
the previously seen (and counted) input and the D most recent input symbols, the context. By
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feeding the predicted probability of the input symbol that occurs next in the input into an arith-
metic coder, the input sequence can be encoded. This reduces the language model to a compression
algorithm. Since the overhead of the arithmetic coder is very small (asymptotically) and virtually
independent of the encoded probabilities, it is possible to give an objective estimate of the com-
pression performance of an algorithm without actually encoding the input symbols. Therefore, to
compare the performance of the two language models we compare the compression performance
of both algorithms, expressed in bits per symbol (bps).

The files used to measure the performance are:

• Book2, an English book which is part of the Calgary Corpus, often used for comparing
compression algorithms.

• DK, the Danish training file that is shipped with Dasher.

• DKlc, the Danish training file that is shipped with Dasher with all the upper case characters
converted to lower case.

• GB, the English training file that is shipped with Dasher.

• GBlc, the English training file that is shipped with Dasher with all the upper case characters
converted to lower case.

• Enron, a transcript of a large amount of emails sent by Enron employees. The emails are
randomly permuted on the sentence level, which makes the file much more stationary than
ordinary text files.

• NL, the Dutch training file that is shipped with Dasher.

In Dasher different alphabets can be selected, with a different number of symbols. The following
alphabets have been used for the simulations:

• The full ASCII alphabet, 256 symbols of which normally only 128 are used.

• The extended English alphabet, with upper- and lowercase, numerals, and lots of punctua-
tion. This alphabet consists of 104 symbols.

• The standard English alphabet, which contains upper- and lowercase and some punctuation.
This alphabet consists of 62 symbols.

• The default English alphabet, with only lowercase characters and a space character. This
alphabet consists of 27 symbols.

Symbols in the training text that are not part of the currently used alphabet are ignored. That
is the reason for converting the GB and DK files to lowercase, since this could make a difference
when the default English alphabet is used.

To compare the two basic algorithms the maximum context depth D is set to five. The values
of the PPM parameters alpha and beta are 0.49 and 0.77 respectively. These are the optimum
values, empirically found by measuring performance on GB. The CTW parameter alpha, which
governs the weight given to the local estimate in each node, has been set to 0.05. Simulations
show that the algorithm is not very sensitive to this parameter. The initial count given to each
symbol is 1

128 (based on the ASCII alphabet in which there are 128 symbols).
The graphs in figure 1 show the compression results for both algorithms on the file GB, using

(a) the full 256 ASCII alphabet, (b) the lower 128 symbols of the ASCII alphabet, and (c) the
default English 27 symbol alphabet. We see that PPM starts out a bit better, it seems to learn
faster. With large alphabets CTW outperforms PPM after more data has been seen. It seems
CTW is better in learning which symbols are very rare. This is a little surprising, since due to the
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different estimators, CTW assigns a positive probability to every possible input symbol, whereas
PPM groups all the symbols that haven’t occurred yet together and assigns a single positive escape
probability. We expected this method to do better for very large alphabets with a lot of symbols
that never actually occur, such as in the case the full 256 symbol ASCII alphabet is used. One
thing to note is that in these simulations the probabilities are smoothed (see section B). Maybe
the positive influence of smoothing causes the performance difference between PPM and CTW for
small alphabets.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Compression result of GB, with different alphabets.

For the other experiments the maximum depth D has been set to 6 for CTW, instead of 5.
For PPM D has been kept at 5.

B Smoothing of probabilities

Because Dasher users sometimes want to input words that do not occur in any training text,
such as names, even very unlikely characters need to be available to the user. To ensure such
very unlikely characters can be found relatively easily by the Dasher user, every symbol must be
assigned a minimum probability. To this cause a certain percentage of the total probability interval
is uniformly distributed over all input symbols. This is called smoothing. As expected, smoothing
hurts the CTW performance slightly, regardless of the alphabet used, because probability mass
is taken away from the probable symbols and redistributed over other symbols. The higher the
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percentage of smoothing, the higher the performance decrease. For PPM the same behavior is
expected. However, with small alphabets PPM actually benefits from smoothing, as can be seen
in figure 2. For the default alphabet, consisting of 27 symbols, five to seven percent smoothing
improves the compression result. For larger alphabets even a small percentage of smoothing
decreases the compression. The other test files showed similar results.

Figure 2: Influence of smoothing using PPM, for different alphabet sizes.

C Optimizing the prior distribution of PPM

The PPM algorithm has two parameters, alpha and beta, that influence the probability that is
assigned to a symbol based on its counts in a given context. Beta is subtracted from the count
of every individual symbol. This means that a symbol has to occur more than beta times in the
context to be assigned a positive probability. This decreases the probability assigned to rare sym-
bols. The factor alpha is added to the escape probability. This increases the probability assigned
to the event a new symbol is encountered in a context. The current version of PPM only has a
single alpha and beta, which are used in every context in the model. To find the optimum values
for these parameters, a large number of combinations has been tried on the file GB. The resulting
optimum parameters are 0.49 and 0.77 respectively. In figure 3 the performance gain of the tuned
algorithm as compared with untuned PPM (with alpha and beta set to 1) is shown, for different
alphabets and files. Although the parameters have been tuned by optimizing the performance on
GB, the performance gain is very similar for other files such as NL. The performance gain due
to tuning of alpha and beta is larger for large alphabets, with many rarely used symbols. As the
graph of he file NL shows, as more and more input has been seen the performance gap between
the tuned and untuned version of PPM becomes smaller. This is because the prior becomes less
important once the algorithm has seen enough data.

Although tuning seems to work great to boost the results of PPM, there is no real justification
for the ’optimal’ parameters. Empirically testing a number of values for alpha and beta results in
some seemingly arbitrary values that work well on the tested files, but may be far from optimal
under different circumstances. The main problem of setting parameters this way is over fitting of
the model. Especially in Dasher this can be a problem, since the goal of the language model is
not to build the best model based on the training text, but rather to be able to predict the user
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Influence of tuning on PPM, for different alphabet sizes, for (a) file GB, and (b) file NL.

input given the model based on the training text. By fitting the model very well to the training
text the prediction performance on other input may decrease. Currently no standardized test set
exist to measure the results on such out of domain input, so more research is necessary.

D Decomposing the input symbols in CTW

In section A, the CTW algorithm made predictions on the symbol level. Originally, CTW was
designed as a compression algorithm. The predictions for the input symbols made by the algorithm
are transformed to an encoded bit sequence by an arithmetic encoder. Implementation of such an
arithmetic encoders is most easy when the input symbols are bits rather than symbols. Therefore,
the inventors of the CTW algorithm decomposed the input symbols into bits, and used CTW to
make predictions on the bit level. By multiplying the separate bit predictions symbol predictions
can be obtained. Not only was the implementation of the arithmetic encoder simplified by this
move, but as it turned out the resulting symbol predictions were superior to the predictions made
on the symbol level directly! It is important to note that with binary decomposition the current
bit is predicted based on the previous D symbols and the previous bits of the current symbol.
The weight factor, which governs the weight given to the local model in each context, has now
been set to 1

2 . In my graduation thesis I have shown that the CTW algorithm is very insensitive
to this parameter, a value in the range of 0.2 · · · 0.8 will produce roughly the same result. The
decomposition tree is shown in figure 4.

There may be two reasons for the superior performance of CTW with binary decomposition.
First of all, it is easier to predict bits than symbols from a much larger alphabet. Therefore the
zero order estimator has a lower redundancy when bit predictions are made. Secondly, because
now every bit is predicted individually, depending on the previous D symbols and the previous
bits of the current symbol, there are a lot more models, as shown in figure 4. Instead of a
single model predicting all the symbols, there is a seperate model for every bit and every possible
prefix. The model space that is taken into account is much larger. This is especially useful in text
compression or language modeling. Although the alphabet is potentially very large in text, in every
given context only a small subset of that alphabet is used. Therefore, in the decomposition tree a
lot of deterministic trees exist, trees where only one of the two possible values for the current bit is
observed. Because of the large number of models it is easier to spot such deterministic sequences
than is the case when symbols are predicted directly.

Intuitively one may suspect that the decomposition technique depends heavily on the bit
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Figure 4: The decomposition tree. Every node in the decomposition tree has a full CTW tree
associated with it. The contexts consist of symbols, but predictions are made on the bit level.

mapping of the alphabet. For instance in ASCII a single bit may separate the lower- and uppercase
symbols of the alphabet. However, research by P.A.J. Volf showed that optimizing the bit mapping
in a two-pass algorithm only improves the compression performance marginally. It turns out the
performance gain of the binary decomposition technique is almost independent of the actual bit
mapping used. This is a useful result, since in Dasher the alphabet symbols are simply enumerated,
leading to an almost arbitrary bit assignment. Still, in this case binary decomposition improves the
compression performance of CTW, to the point that CTW with binary decomposition consistently
outperforms the PPM algorithm, as shown in figure 5. The PPM algorithm is the same as used
for figure 1, and CTW with binary decomposition (but without count halving, see section E) now
outperforms PPM, for different alphabets. Both algorithms use five percent smoothing, which
might explain why for very small alphabets the performance gap between CTW and PPM is
smaller. Other files showed similar results.

Adjusting the zero order estimator

When the input symbols are decomposed into bits, the zero order estimator has to predict the
probability of a zero and a one. As mentioned above, in text in most contexts only a subset of
the entire alphabet is actually observed. This means that events that have not occurred yet, will
not occur in the future either, for instance because it would lead to unpronounceable sequences.
Therefore, in text compression unlikely events should be given a smaller probability than in uni-
versal data compression. This can be achieved by adjusting the zero order estimator. In literature
two ways to this for CTW have been described: replacing the Krichevsky-Trofimov (KT) estimator
with the zero redundancy estimator, or adjusting the KT estimator to give a smaller probability
to unlikely events. In these experiments an adjusted KT estimator has been used, described by
P.A.J. Volf. Perhaps it is possible to further improve the zero order estimator.

E Increasing adaptivity of CTW

A key property of text generating sources (writers) is their lack of long-term stationarity. Every
piece of text that deals with a different topic has slightly different statistics. This has been known
from the beginning of language modeling, and a known technique to reflect this non-stationarity
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Figure 5: Compression results on file GB using CTW with binary decomposition and PPM, for
different alphabets.

in statistical compression methods is by limiting the symbol counts. By setting a hard upper
limit to the counts associated with each symbol in a certain context, and dividing all the symbol
counts associated with that context once a symbol count hits this limit (a technique called count
halving) the adaptivity of the algorithm is increased, because older and probably less relevant data
is ’forgotten’ and replaced with newer statistics. Especially in Dasher, where the user input is
predicted with a model based on training data, which most likely will have different statistics, this
increased adaptivity may be important. In the CTW algorithm it is straightforward to implement
count halving. The counts for zero and one (remember the binary decomposition, in every node
only two counts are stored) are stored in a register with a fixed number of bits b. The upper
limit for the counts is thus 2b − 1. The compression results of file GB using CTW with binary
decomposition and without smoothing are shown in figure 6(a) for a varying b, using two different
alphabets. This graph shows that limiting the counts to eight bits is optimal. Other files showed
similar results, with only a small difference between seven and eight bits in most cases. In figure
6(b) the results are shown of compressing a part (20 kB) of file Book2, after training the model
with file GB, for different values of b. Of course the entire input, consisting of the files GB and
Book2, simulating training data and user input, are processed with the same limit on the counts.
The two texts are both in English but written by different writers. Here we see that for large
alphabets seven bits is optimum, and for smaller alphabets six bits performs best. When the user
input is generated by a different source, it pays to increase the adaptivity of the algorithm, even
when the two sources are fairly similar (same language). When the user input is very different
from the training data (different language) of course an even lower b performs best. tests showed
setting b to four bits is usually optimum in such cases. There is a trade-off between throwing away
useful training data and increasing adaptivity. It seems this trade-off also depends on the used
alphabet. To find the optimum setting more research is necessary, especially on out of domain
performance, but for now we advice setting the number of bits used to store the counts to seven.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Influence of limiting the counts in CTW on the compression performance, for different
alphabet sizes, for (a) the training file GB, and (b) the user file book2 with a trained model.

F Comparing resource usage of CTW and PPM

As explained, CTW builds a larger model than PPM. To accommodate this model, the algorithm
needs about eight times more memory, and this factor grows with the length of the input text,
as shown in figure 7(a). The CTW algorithm is also slower than PPM, it needs more processing
power to calculate the probability estimates. As shown in figure 7(b) the CTW algorithm is about
seven times slower. However, on current desktop computers CTW still uses a negligible amount
of CPU cycles, less than 10 percent on a pentium 4, 1.6 GHz. Processing the training data does
take a while for the CTW algorithm, a couple of minutes for the 300 kB English training text.
Therefore, the CTW model can be stored on the hard drive, and loaded in a matter of seconds.
This can take up a fair amount of disk space though, since for every language and alphabet a
different model needs to be stored.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Resource usage of CTW and PPM: (a) memory usage, (b) processing speed.

The initial implementation of the CTW algorithm uses 8 bytes per node. Two (scaled) block
probabilities need to be stored in each node. Since the block probabilities are ideally one bit
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wider than the counts (see my graduation thesis, chapter 4, for more details) and the counts have
initially been set to 8 bit, these two probabilities are both stored in 16 bit variables. Although only
9 bits are used, to not slow down the algorithm no bit-packing has been used. However, wasting
14 bits per node is not a good thing either. It would be convenient to store the block probabilities
in 8 bits each, to save two bytes per node. Since we expect the influence of scaling back the
block probabilities to depend on the number of bits b used to store the counts, we investigated
this relation. The results are shown in figure 8. Although as expected using only eight bits for
the block probabilities performs slightly worse than using nine bits, the performance gap is small
and might be worth the decrease in memory usage. Again as expected, when b becomes large the
influence of decreasing the number of bits used to store the block probabilities becomes larger.
There is not much difference between different alphabets, and other files showed similar results.

Figure 8: Compression results on file GB using CTW with 8 and 9 bits for the probabilities, for
varying b and different alphabets.

G Asymptotic results

In the previous figures it is seen that the performance of both algorithms keeps increasing as more
input data is seen. To see how the algorithms compare when a very large amount of data is seen,
we looked for a very large input file. The file we used is the Enron file, a transcript of the email
communication by employees of Enron. All the headers and attachments have been stripped, so
only the text written by the employees remained. This file is roughly ten MB. In figure 9(a) the
compression results are shown for CTW and PPM, using the full 256 symbol ASCII alphabet
without smoothing. With the standard 62 symbol alphabet roughly similar behavior was found.
Surprisingly, when count halving is used to make CTW more adaptive, it starts well but gets
surpassed by PPM when enough data has been seen. Using 16 bits for the counts, effectively
almost never halving any counts, CTW consistently outperforms PPM, the performance gap is
almost constant. The trade off between being adaptive and throwing away useful data turns out
to be different for this file. Apparently the file is very stationary. Closer inspection of the content
of the Enron file shows that all the email messages have been randomly permuted on the sentence
level. This means all the sentences have been scrambled in random order. This increases the
stationarity of the file, such that not throwing away older data by halving the counts results in the
best performance. An other thing to note is that both algorithms keep improving their prediction
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performance even after 10 MB of data has been seen. To see how well both algorithms would do in
the Dasher scenario, we compressed 20 kB of file Book2 (same language) after training the model
with the Enron file. The results are shown in figure 9(b). Surprisingly there is not much difference
between the performance of CTW with or without increased adaptivity. Apparently the increased
adaptivity makes up for the lower amount of information present in the model when count halving
is employed. The CTW algorithm performs better than PPM in both settings. However, more out
of domain testing is necessary to draw hard conclusions about the performance of both algorithms.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Compression results on file Enron using CTW with varying b, and PPM: (a) training
text, (b) 20 kB of user text taken from Book2.

H Conclusions

From all the results it seems that the basic CTW and PPM algorithms perform roughly equal,
but CTW is fairly easy to improve by implementing binary decomposition and count halving.
Even with these improvements the performance difference between both algorithms remains small.
Moreover, the results on the Enron file show that ’tricks’ like count halving can have unsuspected
and negative effects. The most important thing to do is to keep in mind how the language model
will be used in Dasher, and set the model parameters accordingly. Out of domain testing has so
far been a little neglected, although this seems to be the most important thing to do, as it appears
to be impossible to build a ’complete’ model of a language, so that the statistics of the model and
the user input will not differ much. As the tests with the Enron file show, even after 10 MB the
model keeps improving, and training the model with such large amounts of text seems unfeasible
due to the asociated time and memory consumption.

The CTW model will be added as an option in the Dasher code. People looking for the
best language model performance can enable it, at the cost of greatly increased memory usage
and higher CPU usage. Meanwhile, PPM will remain the main model for the Dasher development
team, and might be improved using some of the ideas the CTW model has shown, such as increased
adaptivity. The CTW model works fine in Dasher, however due to the binary decomposition and
the arbitrary bit mapping sometimes the predictions look a bit strange. For instance, when the
model expects a lower case symbol but is not very conclusive about which one, also the first
five upper case symbols will receive a notably large probability, because they share a bit with all
the lower case symbols. Still, on average inputting text using the CTW model will be slightly
faster than with the PPM model, if the assumption that text input speed increases linearly with
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compression performance of the language model holds.

I Future work

From testing both algorithms extensively it has become clear that each of them has its own
strengths. Therefore, it makes sense to try to combine both approaches into an even better
language model. One way to do this is to run both algorithms in parallel, and to switch to the
one that achieves the best local compression, or to weigh both predictions together. Especially
since in Dasher the predictions are not used to actually encode a sequence, this should not be very
difficult.
Another way is to take the strong points of one algorithm and to try to implement these in the
other. Maybe the adaptivity of the PPM algorithm can also be increased, and the gain CTW
gets from binary decomposition may also point to a possible improvement of the PPM language
model. Finally, introducing more alpha parameters in the PPM algorithm, maybe one per context
instead of a single parameter for the entire model may be worth investigating.
All changes to the basic algorithms should be thoroughly tested however. Especially given the
situation in Dasher, where the user input is predicted with a model based on training data,
predominantly written by a different user, tuning the model to that training text may actually
decrease performance rather than increase it. Therefore, coming up with a good set of out of
domain tests emulating the environment in which the Dasher language model is used is the most
important thing to do now.
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